Relatedness of identities and emotional closeness with parents across and within cultures
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Differences in emotional- and identity-relatedness with parents were explored across two cultural groups (863 university students from the USA and Turkey, representing individualist and collectivist societies, respectively) in Study 1, and across two socioeconomic status (SES) groups (353 high school students from the upper and lower SES in Turkey) in Study 2. In both studies, within-cultural differences in emotional- and identity-relatedness with parents were also explored in terms of: (i) self-directed and other-directed value orientations; and (ii) self-types, as suggested by the Balanced Integration-Differentiation Model. Results indicated cultural groups to be quite similar in emotional-relatedness, but to differ in relatedness of identities, with Turks reporting more related identities. Similarly, in Turkey, SES seemed to have more impact on identities than on emotional closeness, the lower SES adolescents reporting more relatedness with parents than upper SES adolescents. Thus, relatedness of identities appeared to be more important than emotional relatedness in differentiating between cultural and SES contexts. Results involving different self-types and value orientations pointed to both cross-cultural similarities and within-cultural diversity in the two domains of relatedness. Theoretical implications of cross- and within-cultural differences in emotional- and identity-relatedness with parents are discussed.
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Introduction

The attachment literature indicates emotional relatedness with parents or primary caregivers to be a universal phenomenon (Ainsworth, 1972; Bowlby, 1988; Van Ijzendoorn & Sagı, 1999). Studies from the cross-cultural literature have also provided evidence pointing to cross-cultural similarities in emotional closeness with parents (Georgas et al., 2001). However, the cross-cultural literature within the individualism-collectivism (I-C) framework indicates that there are cultural differences in how related or separated people construe themselves. Accordingly, individuals from the collectivist cultures are characterized as more related and interdependent, whereas those from the individualist cultures are characterized as being more separate and independent from others (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Triandis, 1995). Thus, as considered more fully later in the paper, there seems to be some ambiguity in the cross-cultural literature concerning the exact role of relatedness, particularly with parents.

Our aim in the two studies reported in the present paper was to shed light on this issue by exploring how context, person, and domain-related variables influence relatedness with parents. That is, we tried to address the question of the degree to which perceptions of relatedness with parents vary depending on the I-C nature of contexts, the self-types or value orientations of persons studied, as well as the particular domain of relatedness measured. Accordingly, we explored both cross-cultural and within-cultural differences in two domains of perceived relatedness with parents: emotional relatedness and relatedness of identities. The former domain was understood as reflecting perceived affective overlap (i.e. the degree to which youngsters perceive themselves and their parents as emotionally separate from each other or in affective unison with each other). In contrast, the latter domain was considered to tap the degree to which youngsters perceive themselves and their parents as distinct or overlapping entities. Our cross-cultural comparisons involved Turkey and the USA, cultures specified as collectivistic and individualistic, respectively (Hofstede, 1980). We explored within-culture variations in the two domains of relatedness with parents in terms of differences involving: (i) self-types (i.e. whether individuals with
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different self-types differ in emotional- and identity-relatedness with parents within each culture, and show similar patterns of relatedness across cultures; (ii) self-directed and other-directed value orientations (i.e. whether individuals with different value orientations vary in their reports of the two domains of relatedness with parents within each culture, and in a similar fashion across cultures); and (iii) socioeconomic status (SES) differences (upper, lower) in Turkey (i.e. whether individuals from different SES groups vary in their reports of the two domains of relatedness with parents). In the second study involving SES differences in Turkey, we also considered within-SES variation in relatedness with parents involving different self-types and value orientations.

Our interest in studying within-culture variations, apart from cross-cultural differences, was based on the idea that cultures often tend not to be as homogeneous as they are assumed to be. In recent years, several psychologists have been critical of treating cultural differences as inherent trait-like qualities of people belonging to a particular society, and have stressed the need to pay more attention to within-culture variations (Sinha & Tripathi, 1994; Matsumoto, 1999; Takano & Osaka, 1999; Bandura, 2001; Imamoglu, 2003; Neff, 2003; Imamoglu & Karakitapoglu-Aygün, 2006). For example, although people from a relatively collectivist culture are assumed to be more related than those from an individualistic one (Triandis, 1995), people living within a particular culture often may vary in the degree to which they internalize the culture’s outlook. Interaction of cultural, social structural and personality systems may be involved in the degree to which inhabitants internalize the culture’s outlook (Geertz, 1973a,b).

As noted above, we aimed to explore how emotional- and identity-relatedness with parents vary depending on not only culture but also SES, self-types, and value orientations of individuals. Accordingly, we considered SES as a possible source of social structural within-culture variation (in the second study) because, as noted later in the paper, the upper social classes, in all societies and cultures, are likely to be more individualistic than the lower social classes (Triandis, 1989, 1995). Second, we considered self-type as a possible source of person-related within-culture variation because recent studies, based on the Balanced Integration and Differentiation (BID) model (Imamoglu, 1995, 1998, 2003), have systematically identified four self-types in Turkey, Canada, and the USA. (Imamoglu, 1998, 2003; Kurt, 2002a,b; Güler, 2004; Imamoglu & Karakitapoglu-Aygün, 2004; Imamoglu, S., 2005). Therefore, when exploring the impact of self-types on the two domains of relatedness with parents, we also used the four self-types, specified by the BID model, as explained later in the paper. Finally, our interest in considering the role of self- or other-directed values, as possible sources of person-related within-culture variation, was based on the literature which indicates that self/other focus seems to constitute an important dimension of I-C (Triandis, 1989; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Singelis, 1994). A collectivist orientation has been associated with valuing other-directed values (e.g. being obedient and devout to parents), whereas an individualist orientation has been associated with favouring a self-directed outlook (e.g. choosing own goals, independence). In the following sections, in line with Triandis’s (1995) suggestion, we refer to respondents with self-directed value orientations as idiocentric, and those with other-directed value orientations as allocentric, whereas we use I-C to refer to contextual differences (e.g. between Turkey and the USA or between upper and lower SES) in relatedness with parents. Below, the BID model, used to specify different self-types, is briefly explained and then the expectations of the first study are reported.

Balanced Integration and Differentiation model

The BID model (Imamoğlu, 1995, 1998, 2003) is based on the premise that ‘the natural order involves a balanced system resulting from the interdependent integration of differentiated components’ (Imamoğlu, 2003; p. 371). Human beings, as parts of this natural system are assumed to have natural propensities for both intrapersonal differentiation (i.e. a self-developmental tendency to actualize one’s unique potentials and be effective; coined as intrapersonal to highlight that it is not a process that happens from others, as is usually understood, but one that involves an intrinsic exploration), and interpersonal integration (i.e. an interrelational tendency to feel connected to others), which represents distinct and complementary processes of a balanced self-system. The low and high ends of the latter orientation are labelled as separatedness and relatedness, respectively. The high end of the former orientation is referred to as individuation (i.e. developing one’s potential with a genuine intrinsic frame of reference, such as personal capabilities, inclinations, free will or willful consent), while the low end is referred to as normative patterning (i.e. developing one’s potential in accordance with extrinsic referents, such as normative expectations and social control).

Thus, the BID model differs from the bipolar self-construal formulations within the I-C framework, noted above (Markus & Kitayama, 1991), which tend to confound the relational and individualational orientations of individuals (e.g. assuming that independence or individuation necessarily implies separation; see Imamoglu, 2003 for a related discussion). As defined in the BID model, ‘individuation is considered as a process that happens not from others but within oneself and, in fact, would be better if it happens with positive feelings of being related with others. The reason for the latter argument is that when relatedness
and individuation can find mutual satisfaction in a balanced state, they tend to complement one another. ... (Imamog˘lu, 2003; p. 378). Furthermore, individuation and relatedness, as considered by the BID model, should not be equated with I-C, respectively, because the latter dimensions refer to highly global constructs of world views, encompassing multiple components (Oyserman, Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002). Although not equivalent, individuation may be expected to be associated with those components of individualism that focus on reliance on internal referents (but not in terms of being separate), whereas relatedness may be considered to be associated with those aspects of collectivism concerned with being related with others and valuing affectionate ties with family and significant others (but not being conforming or group bound), as suggested by recent studies (Imamog˘lu & Karakitapog˘lu-Aygün, 2004; Imamog˘lu & Kurt, unpubl. data, 2004).

Thus, because the BID model maintains that differentiation (toward individuation) and integration (toward relatedness) are distinct orientations, one can be high or low on each orientation, the combinations of which are suggested to give rise to four self-types as follows: separated-individuation, related-patterning (representing the most differentiated and integrated self-types, respectively), separated-patterning and related-individuation (representing the most unbalanced and balanced types, respectively, because a balanced self-system requires that the needs for both relatedness and individuation be satisfied). The model assumes that, in general, the basic pattern of psychological functioning associated with these different self-types may be expected to be quite similar across cultures.

The BID model is supported by studies that challenge the assumption that individuation and relatedness are opposites (Imamog˘lu, 1987; Ryan & Lynch, 1989; Li, 2002; Oyserman et al., 2002), as well as by the literature on attachment theory (Ainsworth, 1972; Bowlby, 1988), self-determination theory (Ryan, 1991; Ryan & Deci, 2000), and tends to be generally congruent with many other theoretical outlooks, which, in one way or other, have emphasized the importance of both relatedness and individuation or autonomy, as basic needs (e.g. Kag˘ıtçiba˘s’s [1996, 2005] autonomous-related self model). However, a theoretical discussion of those different outlooks is beyond the limits of this paper (see Imamog˘lu, 2003; also Markus & Kitayama, 2003; Miller, 2003; for related reviews). Also, in direct tests of the model by using the BID scale, which is described later in the paper, investigators have demonstrated that individuation and relatedness are distinct orientations, and have demonstrated the existence of four distinct self-types among Turkish, American, and Canadian samples (Imamog˘lu, 1998, 2003, 2006; Kurt, 2002a,b; Gezici & Güvenç, 2003; Güler, 2004; Imamog˘lu & Karakitapog˘lu-Aygün, 2004, 2006; Imamog˘lu, 2005). Furthermore, as predicted by the model, relatedness and individuation were found to be associated with qualitatively distinct and complementary domains of variables (e.g. relatedness with such affective-relational variables as perceived love-acceptance, self and family satisfaction, positive self- and other models, secure attachment, trust for self, positive future expectations, and low trait anxiety), whereas individuation was found to be related with intrinsic motivational variables such as the need for cognition, need for exploration, curiosity, and tolerance for ambiguity (Imamog˘lu EO, 2003, 2006; Imamog˘lu S, 2005; Imamog˘lu & Imamog˘lu, in press). Expectations of the present study involving relatedness with parents as perceived by respondents with different self-types, suggested by the BID model, and with different value orientations are explained below.

Study 1: Perceived relatedness of identities and emotional closeness with parents in Turkey and the USA

Cultural differences

Individualism-collectivism differentiation has been a basic dimension in exploring cross-cultural differences in relatedness. As noted above, the related literature indicates Turkey and the USA to represent collectivist and individualist cultures, respectively (Hofstede, 1980). In accordance with the I-C framework, the Turkish context has been traditionally characterized by an emphasis on interpersonal relationships and close ties with family and relatives encouraging higher levels of relatedness than, for instance, the Swedes (Imamog˘lu & Imamog˘lu, 1992; Imamog˘lu et al. 1993). Furthermore, when asked about their desired levels of relatedness, Turkish people consistently report favouring even more relatedness with family members and neighbours (Imamog˘lu, 1987, 2002; Imamog˘lu & Imamog˘lu, 1996). However, people from the individualistic American culture are generally characterized as being less related than those from the more collectivistic Asian cultures (Triandis et al., 1988; Uleman et al., 2000). Thus, on the basis of those studies, regardless of domain, Turkish respondents may be expected to report more relatedness with their parents than the Americans.

However, there seems to be some conflicting evidence regarding cultural differences in relatedness; for instance, regarding relationality in the USA, some investigators (Kashima et al., 1995; Cross, Bacon, & Morris, 2000; Oyserman et al., 2002) concluded that Americans tend to be relational in terms of being close to their families and groups, though not in terms of feeling obligated or duty bound. Similarly, Cross et al. (2000) noted that people who have high, rather than low, levels of relational interdependent selves, characteristic of the American type
of interdependent self, were more likely to rate their important relationships as close, to show more commitment to their relationships and to consider the needs of others in their decisions. Furthermore, a recent study involving 16 cultures (including Turkey and the USA) indicated that respondents from all countries showed close emotional bonds with mothers, fathers, and siblings, with only minor differences across cultural groups (Georgas et al., 2001). Other investigators have also concluded that patterns of emotional closeness do not differ systematically across cultures (Fijneman, Willemsen, & Poortinga, 1996; Van den Heuvel & Poortinga, 1999; Imamog˘lu & Karakitapog˘lu-Aygün, 2004). In a similar vein, as noted before, the attachment literature also indicates emotional relatedness with parents or primary caregivers to be a universal phenomenon (Ainsworth, 1972; Bowlby, 1988). Thus, on the basis of the above-noted studies, we expected Turkish and American respondents to be quite similar in emotional closeness with parents. However, in view of their respective differences in collectivist and individualist traditions, we expected Turks to report more relatedness involving identities than Americans. Hence, we expected cross-cultural differences in terms of identity-relatedness to be greater than those in emotional-relatedness with parents. In these predictions, our idea was that culture’s impact on emotional closeness with parents might be much less than that on social norms or expectations as to whether identities should be distinct or related (Imamog˘lu & Karakitapog˘lu-Aygün, 2006).

In both societies, we expected to find similar patterns of variability in relatedness with parents depending on self-types and value orientations of respondents. Specifically, because the relational self-orientation, as proposed by the BID model, has been found to represent the affective domain (Imamog˘lu, 2003; Imamog˘lu, 2005), we expected respondents with related rather than separated self-types to report more emotional closeness with their parents regardless of their level of individuation in both cultures. In contrast, we expected respondents with individuated rather than patterned self-types to report less related identities with parents regardless of culture. Hence, respondents with related-patterned self-types (i.e. the most integrated type) were expected to report more overlapping identities with their parents than respondents with separated-individuated or the most differentiated self-type. In terms of value orientations, in both cultures, we expected the other-directed value orientation to be positively associated with perceived relatedness in both domains, while the self-directed orientation to be associated only with having distinct or related identities and not with emotional closeness in accordance with past findings (Georgas et al., 2001). No culture-specific predictions were made regarding the associations between relatedness judgments and endorsement of values apart from the general expectations noted above.

Gender differences

Gender-related expectations and social roles might play an important role in perceptions of relatedness. According to research conducted in the USA (Gilligan, 1982; Lykes, 1985; Mellor, 1989; Olver et al., 1989; Cross & Madson, 1997; Gabriel & Gardner, 1999), generally, men are more likely to perceive themselves as less related but more independent. Females, however, are more likely to emphasize relatedness and embeddedness with others, especially with their mothers (Jordan, 1997).

In a similar vein, Sunar (1999) found that Turkish female adolescents attributed more importance to interpersonal characteristics and reported greater satisfaction with regard to these interpersonal attributes than their male counterparts. In more recent studies, well-educated Turkish women were found to be both more related, and more individuated than Turkish men (Imamog˘lu, 2002, 2003; Kurt, 2002a; Imamog˘lu & Karakitapog˘lu-Aygün, 2004). In light of these findings, female respondents were expected to report more relatedness with their parents, and especially with their mothers, as compared to male respondents in both cultural groups.

Method

Participants. Eight hundred and sixty-three Turkish and American university students participated in the study, as explained below.

American (US) sample: A sample of 441 University of Michigan undergraduates (186 male, 255 female) taking introductory psychology courses participated in the study to fulfill a course requirement. The mean age of the sample was 18.88 years ($SD = 0.97$), ranging from 18 to 24 years. The sample was predominantly Euro-American, with 81% identifying as Euro-American, 9.9% as Asian-American, 5.7% as African-American, and 3.4% other.1

Turkish sample: The Turkish sample consisted of 422 undergraduate students (185 male, 237 female) from different departments of two universities in Ankara. In terms of parental education, most of the respondents from both universities were from middle and upper middle SES families. The mean age of the sample was 19.75 years, ($SD = 1.84$), ranging from 17 to 25 years.

The Turkish and US samples were generally comparable in terms of gender and age, but not in terms of parental education. The education level of the US parents was somewhat higher than that of the Turkish sample (mean level of total years of education = 16.88, $SD = 2.52$ for the US parents; and $M = 10.84$, $SD = 3.97$ for Turkish parents). Therefore, as noted later, parental education was statistically controlled while investigating cross-cultural differences.
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Measures and procedure. Questionnaires were group administered to students together with other scales not considered in the present paper. The Turkish and English versions of the scales, checked through back-translations, were used as described below. Two native speakers of English and Turkish also checked the scales for wording, accuracy, and clarity of items in both languages.

All respondents filled out the questionnaires in class. A one-point bonus was given to the students for their participation, which was on a voluntary basis. The participants were assured that their responses would be anonymous and confidential.

Perceived Relatedness Scale: The measure of perceived relatedness was based on a modification of Aron et al.’s (1991, 1992) interpersonal closeness scale. Following Aron et al., relatedness was defined as inclusion of the mother and the father in the self-concept. Relatedness was measured in two domains: emotional closeness, and relatedness (vs distinctness) of identity. Emotional closeness was defined as the perceived degree of affective closeness with parents, and was measured by the following questions: ‘Which of the drawings best describes your affective relationship with your mother/father?’, ‘How would you wish your relationship with your mother/father to be?’, ‘In your opinion, how does your mother/father expect your relationship to be?’. In contrast, relatedness of identity was defined as the degree to which youngsters have distinct or overlapping identities with regard to their parents, and was measured by the following questions: ‘To what extent do you perceive yourself as an independent and distinct individual from your mother/father?’, ‘To what extent do you wish to be an independent and distinct individual from your mother/father?’, ‘In your opinion, to what extent does your mother/father expect you to be an independent and distinct individual from her/him?’. All the items were measured via the Venn-like diagrams (two circles – labelled ‘me’ and ‘mom’ or ‘dad’ – with increasing degrees of overlap) whose response options changed between 1 (no-overlap between circles) and 9 (total overlap between circles). High scores on the scale denote being more related (i.e. more emotional closeness, and more related identities).

The reliability and validity of the scale were tested in a pilot study involving 125 Turkish university students. The respective Cronbach’s alpha values in relation to mothers and fathers were 0.85 and 0.78 for emotional closeness and 0.75 and 0.75 for related identities, respectively. Validity checks with the question ‘To what extent does your mother/father constitute an important part of your sense of who you are?’ yielded acceptable construct validity (correlations varying between 0.52 and 0.62) for the domains of relatedness with mothers and fathers.

Furthermore, to get an idea about the suitability of the Perceived Relatedness Scale (PRS) to the present cross-cultural purposes, we tested its factor structure by using multigroup confirmatory factor analysis. Three questions for each domain of relatedness (i.e. emotional relatedness, identity-relatedness) were considered as indicators. Overall, a two-factor model revealed acceptable fit, $\chi^2 (17, N = 855) = 158.64$, goodness of fit index = 0.93, comparative fit index = 0.94. As can be seen in Table 1, Cronbach’s alpha values were also satisfactory for both cultural groups in the present study (as well as the SES groups of the second study).

### Table 1 Means, standard deviations, alpha and $F$ values for relatedness with parents involving cultural and SES data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture†</th>
<th>Turkey</th>
<th>USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General relatedness</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>5.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>6.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper SES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General relatedness</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower SES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < 0.05$, *** $p < 0.001$.
† Means are corrected for parental education.
§ Degrees of freedom = 1 and 853.
$^a$ Degrees of freedom = 1 and 351.
SES, socioeconomic status.
Self-directed and other-directed value orientations: In line with the related literature (Triandis, 1995), 14 values were selected from Schwartz’s (1992) Value Survey, half of which represented self-directedness and the rest, other-directedness. Self-directed values (i.e. freedom, creativity, independent, curious, capable, choosing own goals, and self-respect), represented an idiocentric orientation of attending to the needs and goals of the self rather than the needs of others and were mainly concerned with Schwartz et al.’s (2001) self-direction domain, whereas other-directed values (i.e. honouring of parents and elders, obedient, helpful, devout, reciprocation of favours, respect for tradition, and family security), represented an allocentric orientation of attending to the needs and wishes of others and were concerned with the conformity, benevolence, and traditionalism domains according to Schwartz et al. (2001).

Respondents rated the importance of each value as a guiding principle in their lives on a five-point scale (1 = not important at all and 5 = very important). Separate factor analyses indicated the self-directed and other-directed values to be loaded under two separate factors for each cultural (and SES) group, except that in the analysis of the US (and lower SES) data, the weakest item loaded under both factors. For the Turkish university student sample, Cronbach’s alpha values were 0.73 and 0.75, and for the American sample 0.75 and 0.71 for self-directed and other-directed values, respectively.

Balanced Integration-Differentiation Scale: This self scale (Imamog˘lu, 1998, 2003) consists of two subscales. The Self-Developmental Orientation subscale, consisting of 13 items, is concerned with intrapersonal differentiation toward individuation (i.e. relying on one’s inner qualities and interests as a developmental frame of reference rather than accommodating oneself to a normative frame of reference). Sample items are: ‘It is important for me that I develop my potential and characteristics and be a unique person’ and the reverse-scored item, ‘I feel it is more important for everyone to behave in accordance with societal expectations rather than striving to develop his/her uniqueness’. The 16-item Interrelational Orientation subscale aimed to measure tendencies and preferences for relatedness and connectedness with family and others. Sample items are: ‘I emotionally feel very close to my family’ and the reverse-scored item of, ‘I feel emotionally alienated from my close environment’. Participants were asked to indicate their degree of agreement with the items using five-point scales ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very). Cronbach’s alpha values were reported to vary between 0.74 and 0.82 for the former and between 0.80 and 0.91 for the latter subscales in different studies (Imamoğlu, 1998, 2003; Kurt, 2002a; Gezici & Güvenç, 2003; Güler, 2004). Test–retest reliabilities of the subscales, over a period of 3 weeks, were found to be 0.85 and 0.84, respectively (Güler, 2004). The scale was found to have good convergent and discriminant validity (Imamoğlu, 2002). Mean scores on these subscales were used to measure individuation and relational self-orientations. As noted above, combinations of high and low scores on these two subscales yield four self-construal types (i.e. separated-individuated, related-patterned types representing the most differentiated and most integrated types, respectively; and separated-patterned and related-individuated types representing the most unbalanced and balanced types, respectively; for further explanation see Imamoglu, 1998, 2003).

Results and discussion

In cross-cultural analyses reported below, parental education was included as a covariate because there were some weak correlations between parental education and relatedness measures in our samples. As sample sizes were large for both cultural groups, the more conservative 0.01 level of significance was accepted. In all follow-up analyses, Tukey’s technique was used for within-subject effects and univariate analysis of covariance was used for between-subject effects.

Cross-cultural differences in domains of relatedness with parents. To explore cross-cultural and gender differences in the two domains of relatedness, a 2 (culture: Turkey, USA) × 2 (gender: male, female) × 2 (parent: mother, father) × 2 (domain of relatedness: emotional-relatedness, identity-relatedness) analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with repeated measures on the last two variables was conducted. Main effects involving culture, F_{1,825} = 20.74, MSE = 4.99, p < 0.001, η^2 = 0.03, parent, F_{1,825} = 47.87, MSE = 1.31, p < 0.001, η^2 = 0.06, and domain of relatedness, F_{1,825} = 111.78, MSE = 2.10, p < 0.001, η^2 = 0.12 reached significance. Accordingly, Turkish respondents (M = 5.85) endorsed more relatedness with their parents than did the US respondents (M = 5.37). All participants reported greater relatedness with their mothers (M = 5.92) as compared to fathers (M = 5.30). As for the domain of relatedness, all participants reported more relatedness in the emotional (M = 6.81) than in the identity domain (M = 4.40). However, these main effects were qualified by significant interactions as explained below.

First, culture × domain of relatedness was significant, F_{1,825} = 14.68, MSE = 2.10, p < 0.001, η^2 = 0.02. As shown in Table 1, the Turkish and American students did not differ significantly in emotional closeness at the accepted 0.01 level (although there was a trend at the 0.05 level for Turks to be more related emotionally), but Turks seemed to have significantly more related identities than Americans.

Thus, in both Turkey and the USA, respondents reported more emotional- than identity-relatedness. Furthermore, as expected, Turkish and American respondents did not differ
from each other in emotional closeness with either parent; however, compared to Americans, Turkish students reported having more related identities with their parents. Hence, our results imply that this latter identity-domain may be more differentiative of samples from collectivistic or individualistic contexts than the emotional closeness domain.

Second, gender of the respondent–parent interaction was found to be significant, $F_{1,825} = 18.36, \text{MSE} = 1.31, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.02$. As shown in Table 2, there were no differences between men and women on perceived relatedness with fathers, but on relatedness with mothers to which women assigned higher scores than men. This interaction was independent of the domain of relatedness. Thus, as expected, women reported more overall relatedness with mothers than did men. This finding is in line with the previously reported studies indicating women to be more interrelated in their relationships, especially with mothers (Chodorow, 1978; Gilligan, 1982; Lykes, 1985; Youniss & Ketterlinus, 1987; Frank et al., 1988; Jordan, 1997). In contrast, no gender differences were observed for relatedness with fathers. However, these gender differences, although pervasive over culture and domain of relatedness, were rather weak.

As culture-related effects have already been discussed above, only the effects involving self-types and value orientations are considered below.

Table 2 Gender differences in relatedness with parents in cross-cultural and SES studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cross-cultural study†</th>
<th>SES study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness with mothers</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness with fathers</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness with mothers</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness with fathers</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**$p < 0.01$, ***$p < 0.001$.
†Means are corrected for parental education.
‡Degrees of freedom = 1 and 830–850.
§Degrees of freedom = 1 and 351–352.
SES, socioeconomic status.

As culture-related effects have already been discussed above, only the effects involving self-types and value orientations are considered below.

Relatedness-domain differences involving self-types within and across cultures. As noted above, four self-types, specified by the BID model, were created using medians as cut-off points on the overall data (involving both cultures) from the two subscales of the BID scale. Then, to explore the impact of culture and self-types on domains of relatedness with parents, a 2 (culture: Turkey, USA) × 4 (self-type: separated-patterned, separated-individuated, related-patterned, related-individuated) multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA), using emotional-relatedness and identity-relatedness as dependent variables, was conducted. The multivariate self-type effect was found to be significant, $F_{6,1688} = 30.42, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.10$. As shown in Table 3, both univariate self-type effects were significant. Accordingly, students with related self-types (i.e. both related-patterned and related-individuated types) reported more emotional closeness with their parents as compared to those with separated self-types (i.e. both separated-patterned and separated-individuated types). As expected, it is implied that emotional closeness with parents tends to be associated only with the relational self-orientation, independently of the individuational orientation. However, perceiving one’s identity as related with parents seemed to involve both relational and individuational self-orientations. In both cultures, the related-patterned respondents (representing the most integrated...
self-type) perceived their identities as most related with parents. In contrast, the separated-individuated respondents (representing the most differentiated self-type) perceived their identities as least related with parents, whereas the other two self-types (i.e. related-individuated and separated-patterned) were in-between. Not only were these effects independent of culture, but the impact of self-types on relatedness with parents was much greater than that of culture, especially for emotional closeness.

**Relatedness-domain differences involving value-orientations within and across cultures.** To explore whether the impact of self-directed or other-directed value orientations on relatedness with parents differed within and across cultures, first, high and low idiocentric and allocentric groups were created by using medians of value orientations as cutting points; then, a 2 (culture: Turkey, USA) × 2 (idiocentric values: low, high) × 2 (allocentric values: low, high) MANCOVA was conducted on the two domains of relatedness. Multivariate effects for both the allocentric value orientation, \( F_{2,836} = 46.92, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.10 \), and idiocentric value orientation, \( F_{2,836} = 15.07, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.04 \), were found to be significant. As shown in Table 4, univariate effects involving both identity and emotional closeness were significant for the allocentric value orientation. Accordingly, respondents high in allocentric orientation reported being both more close to their parents as well as having more related identities than those low in allocentric value orientation. However, the univariate effect involving idiocentric orientation reached significance only for identity and showed a trend at the 0.02 level of significance for emotional closeness. As shown in Table 4, respondents high in idiocentric value orientation reported having less related identities than the low idiocentric respondents; in contrast, the high idiocentric respondents showed a weak trend to be more emotionally close to their parents than the low idiocentric respondents. However, impact factors of the effects involving idiocentric value orientation were much lower than those for the allocentric orientation (Table 4). The fact that these effects did not interact with culture implied that they were valid for both cultures.

Thus, within each society the more allocentric students (in terms of endorsing other-directed values) appeared to report more relatedness with parents in both domains than those less so. However, in both societies, the more, rather than the less, idiocentric students (in terms of endorsing self-directed values) tended to perceive their identities as relatively less related with their parents but showed a weak trend to be closer to them emotionally. Thus, when parents are targeted, regardless of culture, allocentric values seem to be associated with both emotional- and identity-relatedness, whereas idiocentric values, significantly but weakly, seem to be associated only with relatively less related identities.

| Table 3 | Relatedness with parents according to self-types in cross-cultural and SES studies |
|---------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
|         |                  | Self-types       |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
|         |                  | Related-Individual |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
|         |                  | Separated-Individual |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
|         |                  | Related-Patterned |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
|         |                  | Separated-Patterned |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
|         |                  | M                | SD               | M                | SD               | M                | SD               | M                | SD               | M                | SD               |
|         | Emotional-relatedness | 6.34             | 0.35             | 6.29             | 0.35             | 6.38             | 0.35             | 6.29             | 0.35             | 6.38             | 0.35             |
|         | Identity-relatedness | 4.38             | 0.35             | 4.38             | 0.35             | 4.38             | 0.35             | 4.38             | 0.35             | 4.38             | 0.35             |
|         | Emotional-relatedness | 6.18             | 0.18             | 6.18             | 0.18             | 6.18             | 0.18             | 6.18             | 0.18             | 6.18             | 0.18             |
|         | Identity-relatedness | 5.13             | 0.13             | 5.13             | 0.13             | 5.13             | 0.13             | 5.13             | 0.13             | 5.13             | 0.13             |
|         | Emotional-relatedness | 6.47             | 0.47             | 6.47             | 0.47             | 6.47             | 0.47             | 6.47             | 0.47             | 6.47             | 0.47             |
|         | Identity-relatedness | 5.23             | 0.23             | 5.23             | 0.23             | 5.23             | 0.23             | 5.23             | 0.23             | 5.23             | 0.23             |
|         |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |
|         |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |
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Overall analysis of key variables. The overall pattern of relationships between key variables was tested using structural equation modelling (SEM) analysis, as shown in Figure 1 (see Table 5 for correlations among the variables). Using LISREL, allocentrism, culture, individuation, idiocentrism and relatedness (of self-construals) significantly predicted identity-relatedness; in contrast, only relatedness and allocentrism predicted emotional relatedness, \( \chi^2 (3, N = 842) = 16.43, p < 0.001 \), Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = 0.99, Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) = 0.95, Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.99. Thus, an allocentric value orientation seems to be the best predictor of identity-relatedness with parents, whereas a relational self-orientation seems to be the best predictor of emotional-relatedness with parents in both cultures.

Study 2: Perceived relatedness of identities and emotional closeness with parents at the upper and lower SES in Turkey

As noted earlier, in this second study we aimed to explore SES-related differences in Turkey regarding the considered...
domains of relatedness. Triandis (1989, 1995) asserts that in all societies, the upper social classes are likely to be more individualistic than the lower social classes. Related studies generally showed that the more individualistic upper classes tend to emphasize independence, autonomy, self-direction and self-reliance, while the more collectivistic lower classes tend to emphasize social control, obedience to parents, respect for authority, and socially appropriate behaviours which lead to conformity orientations (Kohn, 1969; Kohn & Schooler, 1982; Scott, 2002; see Hoff-Ginsberg & Tardif, 1995 for a review). Accordingly, opportunities for occupational self-direction, which tend to be more available in upper class jobs, seem to be associated with increased intellectual functioning and self-directed orientation to self and society. Although a discussion of the literature on modernity concerning social class is beyond the limits of our paper, we can briefly conclude that social-structural conditions, involving industrialization, tend to be associated with such psychological variables as being more open to new experiences, and adopting a less traditional and more rational outlook to life problems (for a review see Schooler, 1996).

In line with those conclusions, in the traditional segments of Turkish society, there appear to be ‘fused and undifferentiated systems of relationships’ (Fişek, 1984, p. 310). The ties with family members generally tend to be quite close and interdependent, but with increasing SES, Turkish people tend to express more individuated self-types (Imamoğlu, 1987, 2003; Imamoğlu & Karakitapoglu-Aygün, 2004) and individualistic values (Imamoğlu & Karakitapoglu-Aygün, 1999, 2004; Karakitapoglu-Aygün & Imamoğlu, 2002). However, those studies demonstrated that these new preferences for individualism and autonomy among the upper SES people exist together with feelings of relatedness, in congruence with the BID model and other related suggestions (Imamoğlu, 1987; Kağıtçıbaşi, 1996; Karadayı, 1998; Karakitapoglu-Aygün, 2004). On the basis of the above studies, we expected SES differences to be more pronounced for perceptions involving identities than for those of emotional closeness.

**Method**

**Participants.** A total of 353 (190 female, 163 male; mean age = 15.44 years, SD = 0.75, range = 14–18 years) high school students participated in the study. Of these, 186 (89 female, 97 male; mean age = 15.25 years, SD = 0.78, range = 14–18 years) constituted the lower SES sample, and 167 (66 male, 101 female; mean age = 15.65 years, SD = 0.66, range = 14–17 years) the upper SES sample. Two public high schools from poorer sections of Ankara were chosen for the lower SES sample, and two private schools from the more prosperous areas for the upper SES sample. As expected, the samples were different in terms of parental education. In the lower SES sample, most of the mothers were primary school graduates (56%) or had no schooling (2%); most of the fathers (60%) were graduates of high school or junior high school; whereas in the upper SES sample, most of the fathers (89%) and mothers (69%) were university graduates or postgraduates.

**Measures and procedure.** The same scales were used as in the first study. Students again completed them in their classrooms. Cronbach’s alpha values for self-directed and other-directed value orientation scales were 0.80 and 0.86 in the upper SES sample and 0.77 and 0.79 in the lower SES sample. Alpha values for domains of relatedness are shown in Table 1.

**Results and discussion**

**SES differences in domains of relatedness with parents.** To investigate SES and gender differences in relatedness with mothers and fathers, a 2 (SES: upper, lower) ¥ 2 (gender: male, female) ¥ 2 (parent: mother, father) ¥ 2 (domain of relatedness: emotional-relatedness, identity-relatedness) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the last two variables was conducted. Results indicated the
main effects involving SES, $F_{1,349} = 30.66$, $MSE = 2.95$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.08$, parent, $F_{1,349} = 21.53$, $MSE = 2.02$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.06$, and domain of relatedness, $F_{1,349} = 242.07$, $MSE = 3.08$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.41$ to be significant. According to SES main effect, lower SES respondents ($M = 6.89$) reported more relatedness with their parents than the upper SES respondents ($M = 6.07$). In terms of domain of relatedness, respondents reported more relatedness involving emotions than identities ($M = 7.22$ and 5.74, respectively), replicating the cross-cultural findings. Furthermore, participants reported more relatedness with their mothers ($M = 6.66$) than fathers ($M = 6.30$), as in the cross-cultural study. These main effects were modified by significant interactions, as explained below.

First, SES × domain of relatedness interaction was significant, $F_{1,349} = 16.28$, $MSE = 3.08$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.05$. As shown in Table 1, lower SES students reported more relatedness in both domains than did the upper SES students, but the SES difference was greater for relatedness of identity than for emotional closeness. Thus, consistent with the idea of the dependency emphasis in the lower SES (Imamoğlu, 1987, 1991), our findings indicated that relatedness of identity differentiated more between the SES groups than did emotional closeness. Specifically, lower SES adolescents reported their identities to be more overlapping with their parents as compared to upper SES adolescents. In general, the lower social classes even in urban settings of Turkey tend to be more traditional, while the upper social classes tend to have more modern outlooks (Imamoğlu, 1987), in congruence with the related literature noted above (Schooler, 1996). Hence, this SES difference involving distinct or related identities may be important in indicating the direction of social change in the upper segments of Turkish culture toward more independence whereby adolescents begin to construe themselves as having a relatively distinct self-identity than their parents. However, in lower SES environments, where dependence of children to parents is more likely to be emphasized (Imamoğlu, 1987), self-other boundaries generally may be fuzzier.

Second, gender of the respondent–parent interaction was also found to be significant, $F_{1,349} = 9.28$, $MSE = 2.02$, $p < 0.01$, $\eta^2 = 0.03$. As shown in Table 2, women displayed more relatedness with their mothers than their fathers, and more so than did men, while they seemed to be similarly related with fathers. Finally, parent × domain of relatedness
interaction was significant, $F_{1,340} = 11.07$, $MSE = 0.99$, $p < 0.01$, $\eta^2 = 0.03$. Follow-up analyses indicated that there were no differences between relatedness with mothers and fathers in the identity domain ($M$s = 5.83 and 5.65, respectively), but in the emotional domain, respondents reported more relatedness with mothers ($7.48$) than with fathers ($M = 6.95$, $p < 0.01$).

Thus, according to gender-related results, women reported more relatedness with mothers relative to both fathers and their male counterparts, although the gender difference was not significant for fathers, as in the first study. Another significant difference was obtained involving mothers in that adolescents reported more emotional closeness with their mothers compared to fathers, while they perceived their identities as similarly related with both parents. These results are congruent with the related literature which associates femininity with relatedness and closeness, as noted earlier. However, it should be noted that the relatively low level of closeness with fathers should not be taken to imply separation. Instead, mean scores were quite high for both parents implying connected and close relationships with fathers, as well.

In the following analyses, only the effects involving self-types and value orientations are reported, as in the first study.

Relatedness-domain differences involving self-types within and across SES groups. To explore differences in relatedness with parents as a function of SES and self-types, a $2$ (SES: upper, lower) $\times$ 4 (self-type: separated-patterned, separated-individuated, related-patterned, related-individuated) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted using the two domains of relatedness as dependent variables. Results indicated the self-type multivariate effect to be significant, $F_{6,676} = 17.49$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.13$. As shown in Table 3, both univariate effects were significant, indicating that students with related self-types reported more relatedness with their parents in both domains as compared to the students with separated self-types. However, these results were further qualified by significant SES $\times$ self-type interaction, $F_{6,676} = 2.90$, $p < 0.01$, $\eta^2 = 0.03$. Univariate analyses reached significance only for emotional closeness, $F_{3,339} = 3.52$, $MSE = 1.58$, $p < 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.03$, indicating that SES difference was significant only for adolescents with separated self-types who were emotionally less close to their parents at the upper SES compared to the lower, while those with related self-types did not differ.\(^3\)

Thus, relatedness differences between self-construal types seemed to be greater for emotional closeness than for identities. As in the first study, adolescents with related rather than separated self-types reported more emotional closeness with parents independent of their level of individuation. Furthermore, this emotional closeness difference between the related and separated adolescents seemed to be greater at the upper relative to the lower SES because adolescents with separated self-types seemed to be less close with parents at the upper relative to lower SES; while those with related self-types did not differ. In terms of identity-relatedness, however, adolescents with related, rather than separated, self-types seemed to have more overlapping identities with parents, independent of their level of individuation and SES. However, regardless of self-types, the upper SES respondents perceived their identities as less related with parents than those in lower SES, as noted above. Thus, apart from feelings of closeness, the upper SES adolescents, in general, appeared to perceive their identities as relatively less merged with parents psychologically, relative to lower SES adolescents.

Relatedness-domain differences involving value orientations within and across SES groups. To explore differences in relatedness with parents as a function of SES and value orientations, a $2$ (SES: lower, upper) $\times$ 2 (idiocentric orientation: low, high) $\times$ 2 (allocentric orientation: low, high) MANOVA was conducted using the two domains of relatedness as dependent variables. Results indicated the multivariate allocentrism orientation effect to be significant, $F_{2,321} = 11.59$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.07$. As shown in Table 4, the related univariate effects were significant for both domains of relatedness. Accordingly, respondents with high rather than low allocentric value orientation reported being both emotionally closer to their parents and as having more related identities independent of status groups.

Thus, in consistency with the results of the cross-cultural study, regardless of SES, the more allocentric (i.e. in terms of endorsing other-directed values) adolescents reported more relatedness in both domains (i.e. the allocentric value orientation seemed to have a similar impact on relatedness involving both emotions as well as identities). However, the idiocentric value orientation (i.e. in terms of holding self-directed values) appeared to be independent of relatedness with parents.

Overall analysis of key variables. Based on the correlations shown in Table 5, the degree to which SES, relatedness (of self-construals), and allocentrism predict emotional- and identity-relatedness was tested by using LISREL. Allocentrism, and relatedness appeared as significant predictors of both identity-relatedness (respective beta coefficients being 0.26 and 0.18) and emotional-closeness (respective beta coefficients being 0.24 and 0.50), whereas SES predicted only identity-relatedness (beta coefficient = -0.21), $\chi^2 (1, N = 353) = 2.29$, $p < 0.13$, GFI = 1.00, AGFI = 0.96, CFI = 1.00.\(^4\) In a preliminary analysis, individuation and idiocentrism were also entered into the model; however, unlike the first study, those variables did not appear as significant predictors, suggesting that, at least for Turkey, one’s level of individuation and idiocentr...
value orientation do not predict less overlapping identities with parents during adolescence but at later ages, as was observed in our university sample. However, in congruence with the results of the first study, relatedness and allocentricism were found as the strongest predictors of emotional and identity-relatedness, respectively. The general implications of these findings together with the cross-cultural ones are considered further in the section below.

**General discussion**

Both Turkish and American respondents reported more emotional- than identity-relatedness, reflecting the importance of emotional closeness with parents as a basic need across cultures (Ainsworth, 1972; Bowlby, 1988; Baumeister & Leary, 1995). However, unlike emotional relatedness with parents, which seemed to be less variable, the degree to which young people perceived their identities as overlapping with their parents appeared to be a more differentiating dimension between cultural and, particularly, SES groups. American university students, compared to their Turkish counterparts, as well as Turkish upper SES adolescents compared to lower, perceived their identities as less overlapping with their parents. Thus, present findings imply that identity-relatedness may be more relevant to the I-C distinction, whereas emotional relatedness may not be so, at least when parents are targeted.

However, our results also implied that one should be rather cautious in making such cross-cultural generalizations. An important aspect of the present paper was to consider not only cross-cultural but also within-culture variations in the two domains of relatedness with parents. Differences in relatedness with parents, in terms of self-types and value-orientations in both societies, and SES groups in Turkey, provided converging evidence for significant within-culture variation in relatedness. In fact, there seemed to be more within-culture variation in relatedness than across cultures, as considered below.

Specifically, in both individualist and collectivist contexts, there appeared to be quite a variation especially in emotional closeness with parents, associated with self-types. Across contexts, those with more related self-types, as suggested by the BID model, were more likely to be emotionally close to their parents regardless of their level of individuation which seemed to impact only relatedness of identities with parents (among university students). In congruence with attachment theory (Ainsworth, 1972; Bowlby, 1988), these results suggest that emotional closeness with parents may be associated with the particular self-type of respondents (involving the relational self-orientation), which may be influenced more by the characteristics of their immediate family settings (Imamoğlu, 2003), rather than the characteristics of the broader cultural and status contexts.

In terms of value orientations, our results indicated that, across cultural and SES contexts, the more, rather than the less, allocentric respondents tended to perceive themselves as more related with their parents in both domains. A weaker trend was obtained for the more, rather than the less, idiocentric university students to have relatively less related identities. However, the latter finding should not be understood to imply that those idiocentrically oriented university students were emotionally less close with their parents because, in general, emotional relatedness appeared to be independent of the idiocentric value orientation (as of individuation). In fact, there was a weak trend for the more, rather than the less, idiocentric university students to report being emotionally closer to their parents. Thus, the present findings imply that although relatedness (in both domains) with parents generally seems to be associated with allocentrism, it should not be considered as opposing idiocentrism, as also suggested by past research (Oyserman, 1993; Singelis, 1994; Kashima et al., 1995).

In summary, as indicated by our overall results of SEM analyses, relational-self and allocentric-value orientations significantly predicted emotional closeness with parents across contexts, whereas identity-relatedness was predicted positively by both allocentric-value and relational-self orientations, and negatively by both idiocentric value- and individuational self-orientations (the latter two being significant only for the university sample), as well as, by the individualist nature of cultural or SES contexts. Thus, allocentric-value and related-self orientations appeared as the only variables positively predicting both domains of relatedness. It can be speculated that, in both cultures, such allocentric respondents with related self-construals might have developed in family contexts referred to as integrative by the BID model, where members are ‘expected to be integrated to their families, or other groups, not only in terms of affective attachments but also in terms of cognitive or ideational similarities’ (Imamoğlu, 2003; p. 374). In fact, respondents with the most integrated (i.e. related-patterned) self-type were the only group that scored high in both domains of relatedness with parents across cultures, in contrast to those with the most differentiated (i.e. separated-individuated) self-type, in congruence with the BID model. As noted above, our SEM model also suggested that a related self-construal, considered independently of individuation, seems to be a relatively stronger predictor of emotional, than of identity, relatedness whereas individuation seems to predict only identity-relatedness but to be distinct from emotional relatedness with parents. Thus, in congruence with past findings, noted earlier (Imamoğlu, 2003; Imamoğlu, 2005; Imamoğlu & Imamoğlu, in press), relational and individuational self-orientations tend to be associated with relatively distinct domains of relatedness with parents. Finally, as noted, our SEM analyses suggested that the collectivist nature of cultural or SES contexts may
be more likely to predict identity-relatedness with parents, rather than emotional closeness.

In terms of gender, in both studies, consistent gender differences were obtained. As expected, women appeared to be more related with their mothers than men did. However, although consistent across contexts, the impact of this difference seemed to be quite weak. In fact, gender did not appear as a significant predictor of relatedness with parents in our overall SEM analyses.

**Limitations and conclusions**

Before concluding, we need to note some limitations of our studies. First, an important limitation is that our cross-cultural data are limited to university students and SES-related Turkish data to high school students. Our results cannot be generalized to Turkish and American societies, and lower and upper SES Turkish segments at large. As university students across cultures tend to represent the better-educated, middle-upper SES groups (Hofstede, 1980; Triandis, 1995; Freeman, 1997), our cross-cultural results need to be viewed with this limitation in mind. Furthermore, all data consist of students’ self-reports and perceptions. For instance, when reference is made to ‘emotional closeness’, what is meant is ‘emotional closeness as perceived by’ the respondent. Although using only adolescents’ reports could be a limitation, we considered adolescents’ own perceptions to be more relevant to our present purposes. In this regard, Heine and colleagues’ (Heine, Lehman, Peng, & Greenholtz, 2002) criticisms regarding the usage of subjective Likert scales in cross-cultural comparisons may be said to be relevant to our first study as well. That is, these psychologists argue that because people from different cultures use different reference groups, a response option of, for instance, ‘strongly agree’ would have a different meaning across cultures and, hence, their ratings may be influenced in the direction that reduces the magnitude of the measured cultural difference. However, the PRS, which we used to measure our dependent variables of emotional- and identity-relatedness with parents, consisted of not verbal response options but Venn-diagrams, in line with Aron et al. (1991). Although the respondents’ ratings on the PRS were subjective, they might have been less confounded by the reference group effect due to the graphic and, hence, more objective, nature of the response options as compared to a regular Likert scale. Another limitation is that relatedness was measured only in relation to parents. Other studies in the literature provide evidence that people relate differently to different in-groups, such as relatives, friends, or strangers. (Rhee et al., 1996; Göregenli, 1997; Uleman et al., 2000). These studies pointed to the variability in relatedness depending on the social context or target in-group. Future studies need to investigate whether present findings can be generalized to other family or in-group members, and to other cultures. Also, in the present study, idiocentric and allocentric value orientations have been considered only in terms of self- or other-directedness. Future studies should consider using other measures of I-C or value orientations.

In spite of the above-noted limitations, our findings made important contributions to understanding relatedness with parents across and within cultures. First, our findings suggest that relationality needs to be considered in more specific terms than the I-C literature indicates, at least when parents are targeted. It seems important to differentiate between emotional and identity domains of relatedness with parents, as only the latter seems to be relevant to the I-C differentiation. In view of related findings which emphasize the role of expectations in cultural differences (Imamoğlu & Karakitapoglu-Aygün, 2006), it can be said that normative expectations about having distinct or related identities may be more important than emotional closeness in differentiating between individualist and collectivist contexts. Thus, I-C theorists’ references to cultural differences in relatedness may be understood as implicating expectations regarding relatedness of identities rather than emotional closeness. Second, although relatedness with parents, regardless of its domain, generally seems to be associated with allocentrism in both cultures, it should not be assumed to be opposing idiocentrism, as is often implied by the related literature. For example, Kağıtcıbaşi (1996), who seems likely to understand relatedness in a way similar to our identity domain, has suggested to use relational I-C to refer to ‘the distinction between a separated, self-contained self and a relational self, where the self’s boundaries and self-other relations come to the fore’, and has asserted relational individualism to be ‘akin to separateness and relational collectivism to relatedness’ (p. 181). As noted, although relatedness of identities was found to differentiate between I-C contexts, the present findings suggest that one needs to be cautious in tending to pit individualism against collectivism and hence regard it as ‘akin to separateness’. Although Americans from an individualist context (relative to Turks from a collectivist context), as well as upper SES (relative to lower SES) Turkish adolescents, and the more (rather than the less) idiocentric university students in both cultures tended to perceive their identities as relatively less overlapping with their parents, the related impact factors were generally low, and all groups perceived their identities as somewhat related with their parents. In fact, those groups seemed less likely to differ significantly in terms of the emotional domain of relatedness. Hence, the present findings suggest that, at least when relatedness with parents is concerned, allocentric and idiocentric orientations should not be regarded as opposing each other, and relationality, although associated with the former, should be studied separately from the latter, as has been suggested by earlier
findings (Kashima et al., 1995; Oyserman et al., 2002; Imamog˘lu & Karakitapog˘lu-Aygün, 2004). Third, the present findings suggest that the impact of within-culture differences in relatedness with parents as a function of self-types, value orientations, or SES may be greater than that of culture. Culture’s impact on even relatedness in the identity domain, although significant, was low. Hence, as suggested by recent findings, one should be cautious not to represent culture almost as a ‘uniform’ worn by everyone belonging to that culture (Imamog˘lu & Karakitapog˘lu-Aygün, 2006). Fourth, patterns of relatedness with parents associated with different self-types, suggested by the BID model, as well as with idiocentric and allocentric value orientations seem to be similar across cultural contexts. Thus, the present findings suggest that contextual differences and similarities in relatedness with parents need to be considered in more complex terms than has been implied by the global formulations of the I-C framework.
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End notes

1. The results of the analyses comparing Euro-American and other minority groups on the dependent variables indicated that groups, in general, did not differ from each other.
2. Gender, which did not appear as a significant predictor in either study, was dropped from the model.
3. A figure showing the related means may be obtained from the authors.
4. The related path diagram may be obtained from the authors.
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